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                                                                                                                                                          Inflatable Kayaks
   (102 Products)
Inflatable kayaks are the most popular selling boats on the water and for good reason. Blow-up kayaks are easy to transport and easy to store. Click to shop by capacity or activity type to find the inflatable kayak that fits your needs.
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                            BUYING GUIDE
Not sure how to start shopping for your first (or next) inflatable kayak? Read our buying guide to learn what questions to ask and features to look for when choosing the best inflatable kayak for your paddling plans. READ THE GUIDE                        
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	            Expert Buying Guide


Inflatable Kayak Buying Guide
If you're reading this then it's likely you're ready to take the plunge and buy an inflatable kayak! It can be a little daunting trying to figure out which inflatable kayak is going to suit your needs best. There are so many brands and styles to choose from, making the right choice can be overwhelming. In this buying guide we will discuss how to determine which inflatable kayak will suit you best and get you on the water safely.
Before you start comparison shopping, you'll want to ask yourself a few simple questions…
	Do you want to kayak with someone in the boat with you? Will you bring a paddle partner, a child, a dog?
	Where do you want to kayak? Lakes, rivers, ocean, calm bays?
	How experienced are you?
	What is most important to you? Speed or stability? Price or durability?

Your answers to these questions can help you narrow down which blow up kayak is best for you.
Carrying Capacity
	Are you thinking about paddling solo?
	Will you be camping from your kayak and need room for all of your multi-day gear?
	Perhaps you want to bring a friend along?
	What if that friend may or may not paddle but lets you do all the work?

If you are bringing a passenger but not a paddler (lots of gear, a child, a pet, a diva/divo) then you'll want a tandem inflatable kayak that paddles well with only one person doing all the work!  Many tandem kayaks allow for multiple seating configurations, so you can move or remove the seats in order to fit your dog or your dry bags. These are the types of scenarios to be considered when choosing the inflatable kayak that's perfect for you or your family.
Another important consideration is your own weight and size. You'll find maximum weight and paddler height capacities in the Technical Specifications on each kayak page.
	What/who are you bringing?	Kayak Style	Look for...	Add-ons
	Just me!	Solo		Right size and shape to handle by yourself in the type of water you want to paddle
	Lightweight enough to get to and from the water alone

                	Seat upgrades for comfort
	My dog	Tandem convertible		Removable/upgrade-able or reinforced floor
	Multiple seat positions to make room up front for your furry friend

                	Doggie life jacket
	My child	Tandem convertible		Smaller front seat or the option to turn the front seat to face you
	Broad, stable shape for easier entry and exit

                	Child life jacket (PFD)
	My gear	Tandem convertible		Cargo bungees to keep gear secure
	D-rings or daisy chains to attach extra straps

                	Dry bags/boxes
	My paddling partner(s)	Tandem: 2-person or 3-person		Enough weight capacity for you plus all your passengers and gear
	Adjustable seat and foot peg positions, since not all paddlers are the same shape/size

                	Safety kits

Whitewater or Flatwater
Just like finding the best tool for a job, you'll want to make sure that you pick the right inflatable kayak for where you are planning to paddle. Are you ready to take on huge whitewater swells or your local fast moving river? You'll want a whitewater kayak that features a hull design with better edging to maximize your maneuverability. Whitewater inflatable kayaks usually have higher sides to help keep you in the kayak and stable for bigger drops.
 Or maybe you are dreaming of kayaking the open ocean, glossy flatwater bays, or your favorite lake? There is a flatwater kayak just for you! These can be long and narrow to cover distance or shorter and wider for stability.
    Not sure where you'll find your niche? A crossover kayak can also be a good starting point if you want to experiment on both flatwater and whitewater.
    And if you are a kayak fisherman, there are even some inflatable kayaks designed specifically for fishing, with rod holders and extra room for your tacklebox or decked out milk crate. Tight lines, anglers!
Experience
How much kayaking experience do you have? If you are just starting your kayaking adventures then you will probably be looking for a simple recreational kayak to get you out and comfortable on the water. You'll want an inflatable kayak that you can improve your paddling skills with, at a reasonable price. Try shopping our selection by price if this is the most important factor for you.
If you are a more experienced boater, you may be looking to push your limits and test your skills. Maybe you are looking to "go big" or maybe you're looking for a faster, sleeker kayak to get you from point a to point b with ease? If you know you'll be using your inflatable kayak for years to come, a more durable kayak with a longer warranty may be worth the price.
    As you're rating your own kayaking experience, you'll also want to be thinking about what's more important to you, speed or stability.
    Stability: If you are a novice or beginner then you will want a kayak that is more stable and forgiving with better balance so you don't need to focus all of your energy on staying upright. A wider inflatable kayak will help you feel more stable on flatwater while a whitewater inflatable kayak with thicker tubes and a more upturned bow and stern will help you feel secure and in control as you punch through those big waves.
    Speed: Thinner kayaks with a more pronounced shape to the bottom or a skeg (a dropdown fin on the stern or rear of the boat) track well on flatwater and are better designed for speed, while a longer length will help with stability and speed as long as you don't extend your body too far over the side of the kayak.
Other things to consider...
It's called a blow up kayak for a reason! You will need a pump to inflate your kayak. Some inflatable kayaks (or IKs) are low pressure while others are made to be blown up to a higher PSI. Those kayaks will be listed as having "drop stitch technology". If a pump is not included with your kayak, make sure the pump you select has valve adapters to fit the valves on your IK. Make it easy on your arms: you can use an electric pump to do the bulk of the inflation and finish off with a manual pump, like a K-pump. Some "top-off pumps" can even be taken along with you to be used when needed, if the cold water compresses the air inside your kayak and you need to boost the PSI.
Some IKs come with a storage bag or stow bag, but some do not. To protect your blow up kayak consider getting a storage bag for the off season to keep the spiders and critters from moving in. And you can even use some storage bags for travel so you won't need to rent a kayak on your next vacation.
And last but not least, don't forget your lifejacket! No matter how experienced you are, most bodies of water do require some form of flotation devices for your safety. Coastguard, Fish and Wildlife, and Park Rangers all want you to have a fun and safe day on the water. No matter who goes out with you, there's a perfectly fitting PFD for your entire family… men, women, children, and even your dog!
If you need any further assistance, we're available via phone, email, or chat - and we're excited to help.
Stay safe and happy paddling!
Back to top


                        
            
                            Frequently Asked QuestionsAre the inflatable kayaks any good?


Inflatable kayaks can be an excellent option for casual paddling and beginners since they're easy to maneuver. While they aren't used for racing much, they are stable boats and don't submerge much in the water.



Are air kayaks worth it?


Inflatable kayaks are lightweight, easy to transport, and beginner-friendly.



Why buy an inflatable kayak instead of a kayak that I don't have to blow up?


The most significant advantage of inflatable kayaks is their portability. The ability to deflate them for storage and transport makes them easily fit into almost anyone's lifestyle. They also offer more stability than most hardshell models, and their robust construction can withstand rough conditions.



Is there an inflatable kayak that can be used for both flat and white water?


Yes, crossover-style kayaks are designed for both flatwater and mild whitewater paddling.



Which pump do I need to get for my inflatable kayak?


We offer a variety of pumps, from wall and car-powered electric pumps that offer back-saving convenience to manual hand pumps that can travel with your boat and work anywhere you want to paddle. If your kayak has a drop-stitch floor or sidewall, you may need a higher-pressure pump to reach your desired inflation levels.



                        
            
      Enjoy Portability & Versatility With Our Blow-Up Inflatable Kayaks!
While our hardshell and folding kayaks are excellent choices, you must work hard to beat the portability and versatility an inflatable kayak provides! These make it easier to enjoy the water without overpacking, saving space for more kayak clothing, accessories, and food.
Storing them is a breeze because an inflatable kayak can easily be deflated when not in use. Just place the boat back in its box and put it on a shelf - a blow-up kayak won’t take up much space.
They are also super lightweight, making them easy to transport. You will also love how much more affordable these blow-up inflatable kayak options are than a hardshell boat.
Purchase your perfect blow-up kayak right here at Outdoorplay today!
Why Buy Your Next Blow-Up Inflatable Kayaks At Outdoorplay?
When buying an inflatable kayak, we have many choices, from 1-person to 2-person kayaks! You’ll find the top brands in the industry, like Advanced Elements, AIRE, AquaGlide, Sea Eagle, and more, at unbeatable prices - all backed up by our fantastic customer support team. Shop now or reach out - we’re here to help you find the perfect watercraft for your needs!
Most of them even come with a handy traveling bag, which can be used as a backpack or duffle bag when not storing the boat.
You may be under the impression that because these are inflatable, they are less durable than other types. But that is not the case. These blow-up kayaks are made super durable with a rigid, puncture-resistant material.
We offer free shipping on these boats and a price match guarantee - helping you get the boat you want for the best price possible. All of this is backed up with our money-back guarantee - so you can shop confidently today!
Find Inflatable Kayaks For 2 Person or 1 Person
Whether you prefer a gentle day of paddling across a calm body of water or you want to challenge yourself with some white-water rapids, we have choices for you! Many of our boats are even two (2) or 3-seaters:
	1 Person
	2 Person
	3 Person

With all kinds of sizes ranging from 8’ to 16’, every color you can imagine, and all sorts of weight ratings - you don’t have to compromise when you shop here!
We’ve Got All The Gear To Complement Your New Inflatable Kayaks!
Along with these inflatable kayaks, we have all types of other kayak gear and other kayak accessories to help you enjoy this activity to the fullest:
	Fishing Kayaks
	Tandem Kayaks
	Pack Rafts
	Canoes
	Kayak Lifejackets
	Kayak Paddles
	Kayak Dry Suits


  

                                                                                                    Buy any kayak, Get a FREE NRS Vapor lifejacket!
WHAT TO DO:
	Click the add to cart button on the kayak of your choice.

	Select your free NRS Vapor lifejacket in the pop-up window and proceed to checkout.


Note: if you exit the checkout after accepting the offer, the free gift will be removed from your cart. Make sure you've already added anything else you need to your cart before proceeding!
Terms & Conditions: Free offer is for available sizes/colors of the NRS Vapor Lifejacket. Limited time only. While supplies last. Only valid with purchase of an in-stock kayak.
Please note, should you decide to return the kayak, the $94.95 cost of the lifejacket will be subtracted from your refund.
Some kayaks may only be shipped within the USA. See product page for details.



                        
            
                Sign up & receive 15% off your first order*
                                                                  Email...                SUBSCRIBE
              


            
1-800-994-4327Mon-Fri: 8am-4pm PST


CHAT
Mon-Fri: 8am-4pm PST


EMAIL US
We will respond promptly.

CONNECT
  Facebook                          Twitter                          Instagram                                                      TikTok                        
Join our Facebook Group
                                                                        Shop With Confidence
100% Satisfaction Guarantee & Easy Returns
We want you to be happy with your Outdoorplay experience. If you are not satisfied with the product or service you receive, please contact us immediately and we will work with you to remedy the situation so you can get back to enjoying the outdoors.
When your order arrives, inspect all items carefully to confirm they meet your expectations. If for any reason an item does not, you may return it for your money back! For more information on our return policy, please click here.
FREE and Fast Shipping
We offer FREE standard shipping on orders over $49 to anywhere in the contiguous United States.*
*Exclusions apply to oversized products, certain brands like Hobie and Point 65 N, International, and Alaska/Hawaii/US Territories.
Expedited shipping options are also available during checkout.
Most orders ship the same day if ordered by 1pm PST.
To view our full shipping policy, including shipping delivery times, click here.
Price Match Guarantee
We know that making an investment in new gear involves a number of decisions, including evaluating the best price. The prices you see listed on our website are among the most competitive you will find anywhere!
If you find a lower price on an identical product from one of our competitors, you're covered under our Price Match Guarantee. We'll match their price, which means you can enjoy shopping and not worry that you'd be getting a better deal elsewhere!
Our goal is to make this policy simple and hassle-free. You will find that we respond to your requests quickly and in most cases can approve the price match the same day.
To request a price match please call us at 1-800-994-4327.
To view our entire Price Match policy, click here.
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OUTDOORPLAY REWARDS


Start earning points today!

CLICK TO JOIN          This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our website.            See our privacy policy          
           OK                        SHOP WITH CONFIDENCE

OUTDOORPLAY STANDS BEHIND EVERY TRANSACTION
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    Wait - Name Your Own Price!
    
      
        
      
    
  

  
    

  






  


  

  
    
      
        
      
    
    Name Your Own Price!
    Don’t like the price you see? Make your own offer.

    
      Make an offer
    
  










